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D+: 40 MeV 
Ions: 14.5 MeV/u 
750 keV/u  
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1
 Electron Cyclotron Resonance 
2
 Forced Electron Beam Ion Arc Discharge 
3
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4
 Broad Range Atomic Mass Analyser  
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EQ WF EQ EQ EQ WF EQ EQ 
2.35 m 2.35 m 
 
ES: electrostatic deflector 
DI: magnetic dipole 
EQT: electrostatic quadrupole triplet 
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Plug 1 Plug 2 Plug 3
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inner tube oflength :                                                      315.1constant;:


















































































































































































Beamline Element Identifier Start Position Length End Position
mm mm mm
Electrostatic Deflector ES01 0 244,4 244,4
Drift DL01 244,4 400 644,4
Magnetic Quadrupole MQ01 644,4 300 944,4
Drift DL02 944,4 300 1244,4
Magnetic Quadrupole MQ02 1244,4 300 1544,4
Drift DL03 1544,4 300 1844,4
Magnetic Quadrupole MQ03 1844,4 300 2144,4
Drift DL04 2144,4 400 2544,4
Drift DL05 2544,4 727,5 3271,9
Magnetic Dipole DI01 3271,9 523,6 3795,5
Drift DL06 3795,5 250 4045,5
Magnetic Dipole DI02 4045,5 523,6 4569,1
Drift DL07 4569,1 727,5 5296,6
Drift DL08 5296,6 500 5796,6
Magnetic Quadrupole MQ04 5796,6 300 6096,6
Drift DL09 6096,6 300 6396,6
Magnetic Quadrupole MQ05 6396,6 300 6696,6
Drift DL10 6696,6 300 6996,6
Magnetic Quadrupole MQ06 6996,6 300 7296,6
Electrostatic Deflector ES02 7296,6 628,3 7924,9
Drift DL11 7924,9 371,6 8296,5
 
E!@ )%%)%$368
Beamline Element Identifier Angle Radius Length Start Position End Position
° mm mm mm mm
Electrostatic Deflector ES01 30,00 400,00 209,44 0,00 209,44
Drift DL01 400,00 209,44 609,44
Magnetic Quadrupole MQ01 300,00 609,44 909,44
Drift DL02 300,00 909,44 1209,44
Magnetic Quadrupole MQ02 300,00 1209,44 1509,44
Drift DL03 600,00 1509,44 2109,44
Magnetic Quadrupole MQ03 300,00 2109,44 2409,44
Drift DL04 300,00 2409,44 2709,44
Magnetic Quadrupole MQ04 300,00 2709,44 3009,44
Drift DL04 925,00 3009,44 3934,44
Magnetic Dipole DI01 60,00 500,00 523,60 3934,44 4458,04
Drift DL06 500,00 4458,04 4958,04
Magnetic Dipole DI02 60,00 500,00 523,60 4958,04 5481,64
Drift DL07 1125,00 5481,64 6606,64
Electric Quadrupole EQ01 100,00 6606,64 6706,64
Drift DL08 100,00 6706,64 6806,64
Electric Quadrupole EQ02 100,00 6806,64 6906,64
Drift DL09 200,00 6906,64 7106,64
Electric Quadrupole EQ03 100,00 7106,64 7206,64
Drift DL10 100,00 7206,64 7306,64
Electric Quadrupole EQ04 100,00 7306,64 7406,64
Drift DL11 400,00 7406,64 7806,64
Electrostatic Deflector ES02 30,00 400,00 209,44 7806,64 8016,08
Drift DL12 200,00 8016,08 8216,08
Electrostatic Deflector ES03 60,00 400,00 418,88 8216,08 8634,96
Drift DL13 400,00 8634,96 9034,96
Magnetic Quadrupole MQ05 300,00 9034,96 9334,96
Drift DL14 300,00 9334,96 9634,96
Magnetic Quadrupole MQ06 300,00 9634,96 9934,96
Drift DL15 300,00 9934,96 10234,96
Magnetic Quadrupole MQ07 300,00 10234,96 10534,96
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E Q 0 4
E Q 0 3
E Q 0 2
E Q 0 1
E Q 0 1
E Q 0 2
E Q 0 3






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E Q 0 1 - 4 . 0 3 8
E Q 0 2 2 . 5 8 3
E Q 0 3 - 1 . 7 6 3
E Q 0 4 0 . 7 5 8
M D 0 1 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 2 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 3 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 4 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 5 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 6 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 7 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 8 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 9 1 . 0 7 7
M D 1 0 1 . 0 7 7
M D 1 1 1 . 0 7 7
E Q 0 1 2 . 2 7 3
E Q 0 2 - 0 . 4 8 0
E Q 0 3 - 1 . 7 6 2
E Q 0 4 1 . 7 7 6
M D 0 1 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 2 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 3 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 4 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 5 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 6 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 7 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 8 1 . 0 7 7
M D 0 9 1 . 0 7 7
M D 1 0 1 . 0 7 7








E Q 0 1 - 4 . 0 3 6
E Q 0 2 2 . 5 2 8
E Q 0 3 - 1 . 6 9 9
E Q 0 4 0 . 7 3 9
M D 0 1 1 . 0 7 7
E Q 0 1 2 . 1 7 4
E Q 0 2 - 0 . 4 2 5
E Q 0 3 - 1 . 7 0 9
E Q 0 4 1 . 6 9 2
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COSY INFINITY   3rd order ↔ COSY INFINITY   3rd order;   fringe fields

















COSY INFINITY   3rd order ↔ TRANSPORT   2nd order
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